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A threat of a malevolent act may be deemed to exist when information has been received
that terrorists, criminals or other persons intend to:

> Manufacture, use, transport, dispose radioactive materials in order to hide the nature
of material;

> Perpetrate a deliberate act to irradiate a person or persons;
> Perpetrate a deliberate act to contaminate food or water supplies with radioactive

materials;
> Create and deploy a radiation dispersal device;
> Perpetrate a deliberate act to contaminate a site or the environment with radioactive

materials; or
> Mount a sabotage attack upon a nuclear facility aimed at causing an uncontrolled

release of radioactive materials.

Security forces will be involved in all aspects of the response:

> At the scene, to lead, to control the crime scene and preserve evidence;
> At the hospitals, to identify and manage witnesses who may assist in the ensuing

investigation, and to protect emergency medical personnel if perpetrators are part of
the casualties; and

> At the regional and national coordination level, to manage the overall criminal
investigation.

> To take under physical protection the seized materials.

Law Enforcement Response:
Key considerations to all police (security and investigating) personnel at the scene of a
terrorist act will include the following:

> Do not approach the scene without proper radiological support.
> Be aware of the possible presence of other radiological hazards.
> The radiological team will seek the removal of safety hazards. Work with that team to

minimize hazards while not compromising the investigation.
> Minimize traffic through the scene; this will help reduce the spread of radioactive

contamination, if present.
> People present at the scene need to be held for questioning. However, they will also

have fears due to the presence of radiation.
Work with the radiological team to minimize radiological hazards and fears while not
compromising the investigation procedure.


